CITY OF THE GOD(S)

SACRED GEOMETRY & PATTERNS OF THE HEAVENLY TEMPLES
There is a struggle for the Temple, for the glory and worship of Mankind. The ‘Feathered Serpent’ -Red Dragon, Satan is depicted surrounding the Temple Mount and throughout Jerusalem.
The ley-lines have a double entandre that exemplifies the cosmic struggle for the Earthly Mt. Zion. It goes beyond the Muslim-Jewish hatred and conflict. It is between Lucifer and Jesus, the
Dragon and the Lion, Leo and Hydra. The current world leaders given power by Lucifer, such as those that rule Israel and the world are one in the same. Their ‘'god'’ is the Shining One, the
Feathered Serpent of old that built a counterpart ‘city of God’ in the New World, in the Americas. The original blueprint is the true Mountain of God on the side of the North, the Heavenly Mt.
Zion. The Bible tells that Celestial Jerusalem is in contention as it is in the Earthly realm. Lucifer is trying to overthrow and possess the Throne of YHWH. As Jerusalem is where the Creator
GOD YHWH placed His Presence in the Temples of Solomon and Zerubbabel, the site is contested by Lucifer and his followers; the struggle of Atlas or Lucifer trying to secure the world.
Consequently, the powers that rule seek to establish a counterfeit ‘Zion’ for their coming Prince, their ‘Atlas’ as they mark the surrounding area of the Temple Mount of Jerusalem with their
Satanic graffiti of serpents, pyramid, all-seeing eye and dragons as to depict this celestial conflict. The alignments of these Luciferian ley-lines also lend a clue that could confirm the location
of the 3rd Temple that is to be built on the Temple Mount. It is exactly where the Dome of the Spirits is at. Based on the layout, the serpent originates at the Tomb of Lazarus as to usurp the
very power of Resurrection that Christ Jesus only has. The Red Dragon (Ha Satan) helps support his false Messiah, the coming AntiChrist Prince Atlas who will take over the 3rd Temple.
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THE PRINCE THAT SHALL COME
There is a strong connection with the depiction of the Atlas leylines of Jerusalem with those of London’s Royal Observatory.
Such depict the same Atlas struggling to uphold the world,
but in essence it is the Temple. It is connected to the
Luciferian ley-lines of London that have the City of
London and in particularly the Bank of England as
focal points. The power that rule these ley-lines have
covertly hidden their Luciferian agenda in plain sight.
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